Abstract-Time point processes can be analyzed in two different ways: by the number of points in arbitrary time intervals or by distance between points. This corresponds to two distinct physical devices: counting or timeinterval measurements. We present an explicit calculation, valid for arbitrary regular processes, of the statistical properties of time intervals such as residual or life time in terms of counting probabilities. For this calculation, we show that these intervals must be considered as random variables defined by conditional distributions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Point processes play an important role in many areas of physics and information sciences. They appear on a microscopic scale in the description of particle emission, and, for example, optical communication at a very low level of intensity requires the use of statistical properties of photons or photoelectrons [1] , [2] . On the other hand, at a macroscopic level many areas such as traffic problems or computer communications require the use of point process statistics [3] .
There are two approaches to describe point processes theoretically or to study them experimentally. The first one makes use of counting procedures in one or several nonoverlapping time intervals. The appro- priate physical devices for this approach are counters. A limit aspect of counting appears in coincidence experiments in which the time intervals of counting are so small that they can only contain one or zero point [4] . On the other hand, it is possible to analyze point processes by using time intervals between points measurements. This introduces the concept of residual time, or survival time, or waiting time of order n, which is the time distance between an arbitrary time instant and the nth point of the processes following this instant. It is also possible to study the life time which is the time distance between successive or nonsuccessive points of the processes.
In the stationary case, the calculation of the probability distributions of residual or life times in terms of counting probabilities is known [5] , [6] . However, in many practical situations, the stationarity assumption cannot be introduced and it appears that the direct transposition of the results obtained in the stationary case is not possible. The main reason is that time intervals must be considered as random variables (RV) defined by conditonal distributions. We shall see that this remark is of no importance in the stationary case but it must be taken into account for nonstationary processes. The omission of this fact has resulted in many incorrect expressions appearing in classical books on point processes. This is one of the reasons for analyzing the problem again and more carefully.
Before going further, let us introduce some general concepts and notation that will be used throughout the correspondence. As indicated in the title, we are interested in time point processes, which means that the points are time instants.
We assume that the point processes studied are defined only in a time interval (T i ; T ), where T i and T are the beginning and the end of the processes, respectively. For the sake of simplicity we take Ti as the origin of time, or T i = 0.
We denote by N[t 1 ; t 2 ) the number of points in the interval [t 1 ; t 2 ).
It is a discrete-valued RV and the point process is entirely defined if for any set of nonoverlapping intervals [t i ; t i + 1t i ) the joint probability distribution of the RVs fN[ti;ti+1ti)g is known. These probabilities are denoted counting probabilities, and we shall use the notations p i (t;) P fN[t; ) = ig:
II. RESIDUAL TIME OF ORDER n
A. General Results
Let t be an arbitrary time instant satisfying 0 = T i t T .
The residual time of order n is the RV Rn(t) equal to the distance between the origin T i and the nth point of the process posterior to t. 
As < T, the numerator is equal to
The denominator has the same structure but p i (t;) is replaced by i = pi(t; T ). 
It is clear that (4) or (5) establish a relation between counting probabilities and statistics of the residual time, which is the objective of this correspondence.
B. Stationary Case
In this case, p i (t;) = p i ( 0t) and T tends to infinity. As a result, i = 0 and (4) becomes
where p i ( 0t) is the probability of counting i points between t and . This is the classical expression for stationary point processes. This shows clearly the difference between the stationary and nonstationary cases. When the point process is stationary, it is not necessary to consider a conditional distribution because the event introducing the condition is realized with probability 1. Indeed, except when the process has a zero density, there is always an infinite number of points posterior to any time instant t.
C. Poisson Processes

Consider a nonstationary Poisson process defined by a density (t)
equal to zero if t is not in the interval [Ti;T). 
This is obviously the probability that a Poisson RV of mean m takes a value smaller than n. With this notation (4) can be written as
In order to calculate the pdf, we note that the derivative of d n (m) defined by (6) The reason for these expressions is that the calculations do not take into account the fact that the residual time is an RV defined by a conditional DF.
In order to visualize the effect of the nonstationarity, consider the example of a Poisson process with a density equal to in the interval [0;T) and zero outside. The value of the pdf of the residual time
0 T (9) and zero outside this interval. It is easy to calculate the mean value of this RV which is
where dn and M are defined just above. When T ! 1, cn(M ) ! 1, and (R n ) tends to the value n=. This is in agreement with the fact that in a stationary Poisson process of density the distances between successive points are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
random variables of mean value 1=. Thus, the term c n (M) can be considered as a correction factor due to the nonstationary character of the process. This correction factor is represented in Fig. 1 as a function of M for various values of n. It is clear that the normalization factor 10dn(M) in the pdf is fundamental to obtain the correct mean value.
The difference between stationary and nonstationary Poisson processes with constant density is especially important when the density becomes very small. In the stationary case, the mean value 1= tends to infinity when ! 0. This is of course impossible in our particular case of Poisson process with a density equal to zero outside the interval [0;T). For ! 0, the mean value (Rn) defined by (10) tends to T [n=(n + 1)]. For example, for n = 1 this gives T =2, and this can also be obtained from the pdf f 1 () which tends to 1=T and shows that the RV R1 is uniformly distributed in the interval [0;T).
D. Compound Poisson Processes
Compound Poisson processes, sometimes called doubly stochastic processes [8] , are Poisson point processes in which the density (t) is a random function [10] . They play an important role in many areas of physics or information sciences and especially in optical communications. Indeed, it can be shown by various arguments that they describe the point process of the detection of photons and that the random density is proportional to the random intensity of the optical field [11] .
For these processes, the calculation of p i and i require an ensemble average over (t). Then all the previous calculations can be used again with the only difference that d n (m) and d n (M) are replaced by their expectation values with respect to (t). The pdf of the residual time thus becomes
In the case where (t) is stationary, [d n (M)] = 0, and we find once again a known classical expression (see [10, p. 348] ).
III. LIFE TIME OF ORDER n
A. General Results
The difference with the residual time is that there is now a point of the process at t. However, as this is not an event, we proceed as follows.
Let L n (t;1t) be the RV equal to the distance between the origin and the nth point of the process posterior to t + 1t, on the condition that there is at least one point in [t; t + 1t) and at least n points in [t +1t; T ). We shall first calculate the DFĜ n (t; ; 1t) of L n (t;1t) and, second, its limit G n (t; ) when 1t ! 0.
In order to calculateĜn(t; ; 1t), we proceed as in Section II and we start from G n (t;; 1t) P (fN[t + 1t; ) ngjfN [t + 1t; T ) ng 1 fN[t; t + 1t) 1g): (12) We assume obviously that P (fN[t; t + 1t) 1g) > 0, otherwise, there is almost surely no point in [t; t +1t), and the problem does not make sense. This is ensured if (t) > 0, where (t) is the density of the point process. Its exact definition is given by (31). It results directly from this expression thatĜn(t; ; 1t) is a DF, or a nondecreasing function of varying from 0 to 1 when varies from t +1t to T . Of course, we haveĜ n (t;; 1t) = 0 for < t +1t and 1 for > T .
By using the definition of conditional probability and noting that t + 1t < < T we obtain Gn(t; ; 1t) = P (fN[t + 1t; ) ng 1 fN[t; t + 1t) 1)g) P (fN[t + 1t; T ) ng 1 fN[t; t + 1t) 1)g :
Let q i; (1t) be the probability defined by q i; (1t) P (fN[t + 1t; ) = ig 1 fN[t; t + 1t) 1g) (14) and satisfying 1 i=0 q i; (1t) = P (N[t; t + 1t) 1):
The numerator of (13) is obviously 1 i=n q i; (1t) and applying the same idea to the denominator, we deduce from (15) that 
It is also shown in Appendix I that this limit is indeed a DF. The corresponding pdf, when it exists, is obviously gn(t; ) = 
Note that for some calculations it is simpler to write the sums appearing in (17) and (18) in another form by using the relation 
where (t) = [(t)] and M and m are given by (7).
C. Stationary Case
In this case, T ! 1 and (t) = . The denominator of (18) 
But in the stationary case, p k (t;) is only a function of 0 t, say p k ( 0 t). This yields another form of (22) 
This is the same as relation (81) which appears in [5] . The use of (22) and (23) It is not obvious that these two expressions are identical. This can be shown by analytical arguments not presented here. However, it is clear that (25) is much more convenient than (26) because it does not use the derivative of the random function (t). Its interpretation in terms of stationary compound Poisson processes is also simpler because (t) and () are directly related to the presence of a point of the process at t and , respectively, while the exponential term indicates no point between the instants.
D. Nonstationary Compound Poisson Processes
In this case (11) is the presence of the term (t) due to the condition that there is one point at t.
IV. MULTIPLE TIME DISTANCES
Instead of studying a single time distance it is possible to jointly analyze two or several such distances. In order to simplify the presentation, we will restrict ourselves to the analysis of the case of two distances of order one, the extensions to other cases introducing only notational complexity but no conceptual difficulties.
Consider the two RVs R1(t) and R2(t) as defined at the beginning of Section II. By construction, they satisfy the condition R 1 (t) < R 2 (t).
Let f(t; 1; 2) be their joint pdf. A calculation transposing to this case the method used above yields f(t; 1 ; 2 ) = 01 1 0 0 0 1
for t 1 (6) and (7) . It is easy to verify that this pdf is normalized in its domain of definition t 1 2 < T.
Instead of the RVs R 1 and R 2 , it is sometimes more interesting to introduce the distances between successive points, or the RVs S 1 and S2 defined by S1 = R1 0 t; S2 = R2 0 R1:
They are defined in the domain s1 0, s2 0, and s1+s2 T0t. Their joint pdf can easily be deduced from (26) by an obvious transformation.
The same calculation can be made with the additional condition that there is one point at the origin, or by using the RVs L 1 (t) and L 2 (t) It is easy to find that in the case of a nonstationary Poisson process we again obtain (29), which is a direct consequence of the absence of memory in Poisson processes. On the other hand, for compound Poisson processes we find g(t; 1; 2) = 1
In the case where (t) is no longer random, i.e., in the case of a Poisson process, this expression once again gives (29) because (t) = (t).
The procedure introduced in this section can easily be extended to more than two RVs Ri or Li. The method of calculation is the same and there is only greater complexity in the expressions but no specific difficulties. Thus, we shall not present these calculations here. However, the general result is the same. The joint pdf of a set of n such RVs can be deduced from the counting probabilities in n adjacent intervals.
V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this correspondence was to calculate the statistical properties of the distances between points of a point process in terms of the statistics of counting in some time intervals. This problem was solved a long time ago for stationary processes, but the extension of the results for nonstationary processes has so far been presented in an incorrect way.
We have shown that this extension requires the consideration of time distances between points as conditional random variables and the errors appearing in literature stemmed from overlooking this point. The consequences of this were analyzed in this correspondence for the residual time and some numerical examples on pure and compound Poisson processes illustrate the calculations.
The analysis was extended for the life time of any regular point process. It was shown that the pdf of the life time can be deduced in terms of counting probabilities in one single interval.
Finally, the procedure was extended for multiple time distances and the expression of the statistics of the distance was given in terms counting probabilities in adjacent intervals.
APPENDIX I CALCULATIONS OF G n (t;)
Let us first note that a regular point process is a process such that there is no accumulation domain, which means that an infinitesimal interval can contain only 0 or 1 point (see [12, p. 53] ). In order to express this fact, let I be the RV equal to N[t; t + 1t). The regularity is specified by the fact that the probabilities P (I = 1) and P (I > 1)
can be expressed by P (I = 1) = [(t) + (t; 1t)]1t P (I > 1) = (t; 1t)1t with ri = P (Si)0P(fA = i 01g1fI 2g). Note also that it results from (33) and from the definitions of A and H that P (fA = 0g 1 fI 1g) = P (A = 0) 0 P (H = 0):
All that yields the recursion
Note that P (A = k) = p k (t + 1t; ) and P (H = k) = p k (t;). Let Ti(t; ) be the sum i k=0 p k (t;) and let us assume, as indicated above, that p k (t;) has a derivative with respect to t for all t. It results from the definition of T i (t;) that Ti(t + 1t; ) 0 Ti(t; ) = @ @t Ti(t; ) + i(t; ; 1t) 1t (40) where i (t; ; 1t) ! 0 when 1t ! 0. Furthermore, as P (fA = i 0 jg 1 fI = jg) P (I = j), we have P (S k ) P (I = 2) + P (I = 3) + 111 + P (I = k) P (I > 1) = (t; 1t)1t:
Similarly, P (fA = k 0 1g 1 fI 2g) P (I > 1) = (t; 1t)1t.
Combining all these results yields P (fA = ig 1 fI 1g) = @ @t Ti(t; ) + i(t; ; 1t) 1t (42) where i(t; ; 1t) ! 0 when 1t ! 0.
As a consequence, the numerator of (16) By repeating the same reasoning for the denominator we obtain (17).
The last point consists in verifying that the limit Gn(t; ) given by (17) is effectively a DF. It is obvious on its definition that G n (t;t) = 0 and that Gn(t; T ) = 1. Furthermore, the functionsĜn(t; ; 1t) are nondecreasing functions. Their limit G n (t; ) inherits these properties and then is a DF. Taking the expectation value yields the numerator of (27). The same procedure is applied to calculate the term c of (27).
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